
Lex Machina’s unique Legal Analytics Apps combine instant access to analytic 

insights with ultimate ease of use. They deliver answers for specific use cases, 

such as comparing courts, judges, or law firms, assessing cases, crafting motion 

strategy, exploring damages awards, evaluating patent portfolios, and much 

more. 

Lex Machina is the only provider offering applications, tailored to answering 

litigation questions, quickly and easily, by leveraging our Legal Analytics platform 

and our underlying data modules.

Legal Analytics® Apps



Parties Comparator

Parties Comparator allows lawyers to compare parties by different 

criteria, such as litigation volume, performance, and outcomes. For 

each party being compared, the application shows damages, 

remedies and findings won and lost.

This app is invaluable for companies to perform peer benchmarking 

and for law firms to better understand clients and assess prospects.

Courts & Judges Comparator

Courts & Judges Comparator enables attorneys to compare up to 

four federal districts and judges regarding case loads, timing to key 

milestones, case resolutions, specific findings, and damages.

Plaintiffs can compare multiple districts prior to filing, to select the 

one most likely to provide the most  favorable outcome in the 

shortest amount of time. Defendants can make data-driven decisions 

about whether or not to pursue transfer and, if so, to where.  

Law Firms Comparator

Law Firms Comparator enables powerful side-by-side comparison of 

up to four law firms, with instant display of a broad range of case-

specific data. Companies choosing outside counsel, and law firms 

competing for new business, can now compare actual results 

produced by law firms in their open and terminated cases.

The app provides insights into each firm's open and terminated cases, 

the party roles of their clients, and data about case resolutions, 

damages, remedies, and findings.

Compare Courts, Judges, Law Firms, And Parties, Side-by-Side

"With the new Courts and Judges Comparator, I can instantly compare 
analytics from multiple districts, on a wide range of issues, at the push of a 
button.”

– Crowell & Moring



Craft Winning Litigation Strategy

Attorney Team Analyzer

Attorney Team Analyzer makes it easy to see the shared 

case history of a team of attorneys. How recently did these 

attorneys work together and on what cases? Enter up to five 

attorney names to see their personal case counts, the 

group’s shared case frequency, case type frequency, and a 

comprehensive list of all shared cases. In-house counsel can 

use this information to size-up potential outside counsel by 

seeing how well and how often they’ve worked together in 

the past.

Motion Kickstarter 

Motion Kickstarter makes it easy to draft winning motions 

by helping you compare the arguments and motion styles 

that have been successful before a specific judge. Enter a 

judge’s name and motion type, and instantly view the 

judge’s recent orders on that motion type, as well as the 

briefing that led up to those orders. Compare granted 

motions with denied motions to see what’s working and 

what’s not.

Early Case Assessor 

Early Case Assessor enables you to quickly assess the threat 

posed by a new case. Enter the name of the plaintiff and the 

plaintiff’s law firm, and immediately get an overview of the 

plaintiff’s litigation history. Did the plaintiff recently file 

cases against many other defendants like you? Where does 

the plaintiff typically file suit? How much experience does 

the law firm have, and what kind of clients do they typically 

represent.



Damages Explorer

Lex Machina has the only complete record of damages 

awards in federal cases pending since 2009. Damages 

Explorer builds on this platform to deliver the first-of-its-

kind ability to search, discover, and compare individual 

damages awarded in any case. Analyze instances of 

damages awarded by a particular judge, in a certain court, 

and of a certain type, for example, Attorneys Fees in a 

specific district or Infringement Damages awarded by a 

particular judge.

Product Liability Expert Explorer

Product Liability Expert Explorer gives attorneys insight 

into the admissibility of expert witness testimony in Product 

Liability cases. Enter the name of an expert witness, and 

immediately see their admissibility record, which judges 

ruled on their admissibility, top parties who retained the 

expert, and all relevant admissibility orders. Searching by 

judge or court provides analytics on admissibility of expert 

witnesses, top witnesses, and top parties moving to retain.

Patent Portfolio Evaluator 

Patent Portfolio Evaluator gives you the complete litigation 

history for an entire patent portfolio in one report. See the 

District Court, PTAB, and ITC cases in which each patent 

has been litigated. Examine any damages awarded or 

findings of infringement, invalidity, or unenforceability. 

Quickly determine whether each patent has been battle-

tested by extensive litigation, and understand the results of 

that litigation.

Custom Insights Made Easy
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